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Summary of Activities

- Web site up (www.ieee802.org/19)
  - Thanks to Ian Gifford
  - Email reflector should be up soon
- 802.15 SG3a joint meeting
  - Presentations on 11a-UWB interference
  - Proposal for 802.19 conference calls to refine SG3a selection criteria for presentations in January
- Wednesday meeting
  - Generic Java PHY model reviewed
    • Will be made freely available on web
    • Initially includes 802.15.3, 802.15.4, 802.11b, Bluetooth, but would like members to add others
  - Presentation on coexistence “Classes”
    • Framework for evaluating coexistence performance
    • Needs more work
  - Policies and procedures: 802.19 is evolving into 3 roles
    • PAR/5 criteria review
    • Facilitator during proposal phase
    • Draft review
Conclusion

• Docs are on 802-18-19/coexistence server
  – All documents from this session are on 802-18-19/submissions/802-19

• Instructions for subscribing to 802.19 email reflector will be sent to 11/15/16 shortly

• Bi-weekly conference call announcements will go out in next week or so…also, check web site for updates

• January interim plans:
  – Joint meeting: SG3a on selection criteria
  – Joint meeting: 802.11 High Throughput
  – Continued Operating Rules work
  – Continued evaluation tools work
  – Officer election (!)